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An Organic Presence        Acrylic & Mixed Media on stretched canvas     24" x 18" 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This tutorial may not be copied or reproduced in whole or in part without the written consent of the author and 

artist, except to print as a copy for your personal use as needed for completing this tutorial.  
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Project Title: An Organic Presence     

Intermediate: Level 3  

Pages: 46   

Read the entire introduction to the tutorial. It contains important tips and information needed to 

successfully complete the project.  

Chapter 1    Creating Stones 

Chapter 2    Creating Patina Copper Leaves 

Chapter 3    Collecting & Preparing Tree Bark     

Chapter 4    Preparing A Canvas 

Chapter 5    Creating & Applying Texture 

Chapter 6    Pulling It All Together With Color 

Pattern 1     Layout of Painting    

Pattern 2     Oak Leaves 
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Introduction 

This tutorial will be much easier to follow while working through the project if you print a copy. You can 

then place the pages back to back in numerical order, slide them into clear plastic sleeves and store the 

tutorial in a three ring binder. You can then flip through the pages while working and easily wipe the 

sleeves clean once you have finished. It is strongly recommended that you read this entire tutorial and 

become somewhat familiar with it before starting the project. The Table of Contents includes links to 

each chapter for your convenience and easy navigation. 

Safety comes first. Work in a well ventilated area or preferably outdoors when creating the copper 
patina and when using the spray acrylic sealer. Always follow the manufacturer's instructions for your 
materials and supplies.  
 
This project is for adults and is an intro to intermediate level 3. It is assumed that you are beyond a basic 
level 2 and are ready to be challenged at level 3.  
 
To help decrease the drying time, you can use a hair dryer for the acrylic mediums and paint, and an 

electric oven set at 125°F - 175°F for the air dry clay.  

 
Each chapter will start with a list of materials and supplies, the number of steps within that chapter, and 

may also include an overview with important information and useful tips needed to enhance your 
experience and knowledge base.  
 
There will be times when either a reminder or a tip will require your attention. When you see gold text, 
this means one or more of the following: 

 
1) A handy tip or technique can be applied at this point.  

2) Materials, supplies, or techniques can be substituted to help cut costs, or to encourage you to explore                 

other alternatives.* 

 3) To use caution. 

*Instructions for performing a substitute (as noted in number 2 above) are not included as part of this 

tutorial. However, additional information or resources may be available on the website. Be creative and 

see what other substitutes you can come up with. 
 
It is also assumed that at this level, you already have the knowledge and skills necessary, or that you will 

learn about it before attempting to apply a substitute. 

 
You are also responsible for following the manufacturer's instructions and safety guidelines for all materials 
and supplies listed in this tutorial. 
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I am not affiliated with any companies whose brands are used or suggested here or on the Acrylic & 

Mixed Media Painting (AMMP) website. It just so happens that they are a few of the brands that I prefer 

and use most often. Most of the acrylics used for this project are by Liquitex and Golden. You may find 

other brands that you prefer to use. Do keep in mind that different brands have different names for 

their own materials. For example, a color palette; what is called burnt sienna by Liquitex will look 

different burnt sienna by Golden.  

The brands that I used here can be mixed without a problem, as most acrylics paints and acrylic 

mediums can. Combining different brands can change their properties, so make sure to test them first 

before applying them to your work.  

You do not need to purchase the professional brands as used here to get pleasing results. I have applied 

less expensive brands when creating certain projects. For example, I use the less expensive paint for 

studies, for teaching levels 1 and 2 tutorials, and when working with certain crafts. I recommend that 

the student grade paints be considered unless you plan on showing or selling your art as in a gallery 

where the quality, in most cases, is expected to be higher and archival ready. I use the professional 

grade paints and mediums for level 3 tutorials and to produce my artworks for sale. 

 A coat of professional quality glazing medium applied over student grade paint, or even mixing some 

with student paint can also help add some luster to a painting's appearance, and will cost you less. 

"Galleria" made by Winsor & Newton and "Basic" by Liquitex are the better student grade paints. They 

each have a decent saturation and are very workable, and their prices are reasonable for what you will 

get. I have seen a few professional level artists using some cheap craft paints and other questionable 

materials, and often wonder how long it will take before their beautiful works begin to fad or other 

surface issues start to arise. Some chemical reactions can take years before they become noticeable. 

The process of incorporating certain media with acrylic mediums is still too new to know of the real long 

term effects. Student grade or craft paints will fade, and if not properly protected, can even break from 

the substrate; especially from mixed media paintings. Student grade and craft paints are the best option 

when experimenting and learning. However, consider what you plan on doing with your final artwork 

before you decide on which grade of paint to use. Remember, your name will be on the finished piece.  

Before you begin, it is important to look at some differences between acrylic mediums, and how they 

apply to this project only. First, do not be fooled. They may look somewhat the same but they each have 

their own properties and purposes. All of the following acrylic mediums can be painted over with the 

viscosity of paint mixtures that you will be applying here. First an Acrylic Glazing Liquid (by Golden) is 

used to either mix with paint to create a transparent color glaze or it can be applied by itself over a layer 

of dry paint or surface to enhance and create depth. You will not mix an acrylic glaze to paint for this 

project, but you will be applying it over dry paint layers to enhance depth. The Acrylic Matte Medium 

(by Golden) has several uses, but for this project, it is mainly used to bond and protect textures, and add 

extra support and durability to the structure as a whole. Acrylic Matte Sealer spray is usually applied as 

a final coat to seal water based paint where a brush is not the best option. Understanding the basic 

differences between acrylic mediums and how to best apply them can open the door to a lot of creative 

possibilities, and greatly improve the quality of your work.    
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As you advance, you will want to invest in your materials and supplies. For example, a good quality 

brush produces better results due to its superior structure and capabilities for handling applications. You 

will notice a major difference in your work with a better brush. Take good care of your brushes and they 

will last a lot longer. Have plenty of clean water and paper towels available when working. Never let 

acrylic paint or medium dry on your brush. Dry acrylic can be very difficult if not impossible to remove. 

When cleaning a brush, rinse the acrylic from it first, then use a mild soap and cool water to gently wash 

it clean. Use the palm of your soapy hand for moving the brush's bristles in a circular motion to loosen 

the acrylic. Rinse away the soap, and reshape the bristles if needed, then lay the brush flat to dry before 

storing it with the bristles pointing upright.  

For this project you will use all soft bristle brushes made for applying acrylic. Use a small cheap brush for 
applying the tarnishing formula to the copper leaves. 

Cross contamination will happen if you do not keep your work area clear of residue from the previous 

steps. Removing unwanted sand and joint compound from your project and materials can involve a lot 

of time and unnecessary work. It is important that you clean your work area before you move to the 

next chapter. Read the chapter in advance so that you will not take up space with things you do not 

need. An organized workspace is important when working with a large project involving as many steps 

as this one does. You will enjoy and learn from the experience more if not distracted by unnecessary 

clutter and frustration. 

Please limit your questions to one or two per tutorial. Your question should be in reference to this 

project only. Always include your first and last name, the project's title, and the page number in 

question. Send to classes@acrylicandmixedmediapainting.com.  

For your convenience and reference, a link to AcrylicAndMixedMediaPainting.com (AMMP), and the 

tutorial's title and page number is located at the bottom of each page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:classes@acrylicandmixedmediapainting.com
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Project Materials & Supplies List 

Stretched Canvas (24" x 18" is used in this tutorial) 

Lightweight joint compound, or light acrylic modeling/molding paste (optional) 

Acrylic Glazing Liquid (gloss and satin) by Golden, Acrylic Matte Medium by Golden, spray Acrylic Matte 

Sealer 

 Spray bottle with adjustable spray nozzle, spray dust remover (optional) 

 Air dry clay or paper clay 

Fine grit sand (light neutral color), coarse grit sand  

Copper sheet - 36 gauge 

Tree bark 

Stretched canvas 18"x24" or hard substrate (size is optional) 

Vinyl screen or mesh (used for drying tarnished leaves - optional) 

1/2 cup vinegar, 1/2 cup bleach, salt, 

Flat bottom plastic or glass container 

Spackle and palette knife, pencil, scissors, tape, combing tool or hair comb broken into 2" size 

Brushes used for acrylic - 1" flat, small round, medium round, large mop or mock makeup brush 

Embossing tool or tapestry needle, eye dropper 

Medium grit sandpaper, ruler or measuring tape 

Mask, latex or rubber gloves 

Paper towels or cotton cloth, old newspaper 

Hair dryer (optional but highly recommended - DO NOT use a heat gun) 

Palette or plate (for holding the compound and mixing paint) 

Shiny flat work surface (tile, plastic craft mat, or metal surface so the clay will not stick to it)   

PATTERN 1 - project layout (page 44), PATTERN 2 - leaf pattern (page 45) 
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Acrylic Paint Color List (Liquitex Professional Heavy Body) 

White or clear gesso 

Yellow Oxide 

Burnt Sienna 

Payne's Gray 

Iridescent Antique Bronze 

Iridescent Rich Copper 

Ivory Black (or black gesso)  

*Light Blue Permanent 

*Turquoise Deep 

*Chromium Oxide Green  

*Titanium White 

*Patina color acrylic craft paint - green tone (optional)  

You may substitute the paints with the gold astride * symbol which are used to mix the "Sea-Foam 

Patina" recipe in Chapter 6. You can replace them with one bottle of patina color craft paint. Patina 

colors are available in various shades and can be easily found in a craft store. One 2 oz bottle of craft 

paint will be more than enough for this project. You can purchase a bottle for just a few dollars versus 

the cost of several tubes of acrylic paints. If you decide to use the craft paint, then choose one that leans 

more towards green. All of the other colors in the paint list are required, unless of course, you prefer 

your own color palette. The main purpose for mixing the color recipe in chapter 6 is that by the time a 

student reaches an intermediate level 3, he or she may want to experiment with mixing a personal color 

palette instead of just using paint straight from the tube. Mixing your own colors will also greatly 

enhance your understanding of how colors work together, and how you can apply them to achieve 

various effects. It is too tempting to use paint straight from the tube with so many choices being 

available today. However, there are even more color possibilities yet to be discovered by the artist.  

  

Back to Table of Contents 
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Chapter 1 

 Creating Stones 

 

Materials & Supplies (4 Steps) 

Air dry or paper clay 

Acrylic Glazing Liquid, black gesso or black paint 

Medium brush 

Small container of water 

Spray bottle of water with the nozzle set to mist 

Paper towels  

Shiny flat non stick work surface such as a thick title or glass, or a plastic craft matt (do not use wood) 
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Overview 

 

 

 

The key to creating a sculpture using air dry clay or paper clay is to keep the clay from drying or cracking 

while you are working with it. This includes both your work in progress and the opened package of clay. 

Have plenty of wet paper towels and a small container of water available. Keep your finger tips wet 

while working the clay. Wet paper towels will come in handy for cleaning your finger tips, and to lay 

over the opened package so that the clay block does not begin to dry while in use. You will only need to 

cut or pull off enough clay to create a few stones at a time. The outer edge of the clay will start to dry 

rather quickly, so only pull off enough from the package to build no more than three or four stones at a 

time. It does not take that long to make a stone once you get the hang of it. 

The backs of the stones need to be flat. Sculpt various shapes and sizes of approximately 1/2" to 1" in 
length and no more than 1/2" wide (for a 24" x 18" canvas). Do not make the stones too large for your 
painting. Adjust their size according to your canvas' measurements. 
 
The stones should compliment not dominate the painting. You will need to make as many as it takes to 
complete the width of the canvas. I strongly advise that you to make a few more than you may think you 
will need. You can let the stones air dry overnight on a shiny flat surface, or put them on a cookie sheet 
on the center shelf of an oven set at 125°F - 175°F for several hours. Do not use a small toaster oven. 
Turn each stone over after several hours. A grayish center on the bottom of the stone indicates that the 
clay is still wet. The stones cannot be used until they have completely dried throughout. Once dried, 
they will appear lighter in both their color and weight, and their grayish centers will no longer be 
present.  
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 Step 1  Pull as much clay as you think you will need from the package. Cover the exposed clay with a 

damp paper towel.  

    

Step 2  Break or cut the clay into the size stones you want. Roll each piece of clay into a ball. Dip your 

finger tips into the water and press down on the ball until it reaches approximately ¼" thick. Sculpt the 
stone by shaping it while rubbing it smooth.  
 

Try adding a little random texture to a few stones with a texturing tool, or by tapping course sandpaper 

over them.  

Notice the stones drying in the background in the first photo above; they have been turned over so that 

their centers and undersides can dry. Notice the grayish color centers that indicate the stones have not 

yet dried. They will turn a light egg shell white once completely dried inside and out. 
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Step 3  Shape the tip on one end of each stone so that it has a slight oblong structure as seen in the 
photo above. This is the end that will be embedded into the compound chapter 5. Let the stones dry 
completely. It may take several days depending on the climate in your area or if you are using an oven. 
Notice in the photo above how the stones towards the front are larger and have a more dominate 
oblong structure compared to those in the back two rows. These longer stones were made for a much 
larger painting. The oblong tips provide more support once embedded deeper into the compound and 
tree bark. The smaller stones in the back two rows were used for this project; they do not require as 
long a shape for this size painting. Adjust the tips of the stones according to the size of your painting and 
the extra support if needed. See Chapter 5, page 29 for an example of the stones used for the painting in 
this tutorial. 

 

     

Step 4  Paint the tops and sides of the stones with black paint or gesso that has the consistency of heavy 

cream. Gesso is also known as primer and usually takes only one coat whereas paint will take two or 

three coats. Use a soft brush to help avoid unnecessary brush marks.  

Once completely dried then apply two thin coats of Acrylic Glazing Medium in satin (not glossy). You can 

use a hair dryer to decrease the drying time. 

Back to Table of Contents 
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Chapter 2 

 Making Patina Copper Leaves 

 

Materials & Supplies (7 steps) 

Spray acrylic matte sealer, 

1 copper sheet - 36 gage, embossing tool or tapestry needle (round tipped) 

Scissors 

Latex or rubber gloves, mask 

Plastic or glass flat bottom container large enough for tarnishing copper leaves  

1/2 Cup chlorine bleach, 1/2 Cup cider vinegar, salt 

Vinyl screen or mesh (optional) 

Cheap small brush (optional) 

Old newspaper  

Pattern 1 - Project layout on page 44 

Pattern 2 - Oak leaves on page 45 
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For your convenience, print a copy of both Pattern 1 and Pattern 2 before continuing any further.  

 

Step 1  Trim around a leaf from pattern 2. Leave a small border around it as show above. Lay the paper 

leaf over a sheet of copper and cut out a section that is slightly larger than the leaf. Cut as many needed 

according to the size of your canvas. Three large and five small leaves were used in this tutorial. Set the 

leaf cutouts aside, you will use them again in step 5. 

 

Be sure to work outdoors or in a well ventilated area. Wear gloves and a mask before continuing to the 

next step. Do not allow children or pets around while working with the vinegar and bleach solution. 

Make sure it does not splash onto anything valuable. I used a glass table top and worked outdoors.  

 

Step 2  The vinegar and bleach mixture will be a 50/50 mix. Place some of the copper squares into a flat 

bottom container. Sprinkle a little salt over them before layering on more squares. Slowly pour in the 

solution to one side of the container so that the copper and salt does not move around. Let this set for 

an hour during which you gently stir a few times. Do not expect to notice the tarnishing effect while the 

squares are soaking, but you should notice that they have become dull. Notice how shiny the copper 

square is in the step 1 photo compared to the squares in the step 2 photo. 
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Step 3 Lay newspaper flat (or a sheet of freezer paper with the wax size facing the table top). If you are 

using a vinyl screen or mesh, then lay it over the newspaper. The screen placed over newspaper is 

optional but highly advised; it will allow air to circulate under the copper squares so that the underside 

can tarnish as well. This method also helps to speeds up the tarnishing time, and some unique surface 

textures and colors will develop as the solution evaporates (see the above photo).  

Remove the squares from the solution one at a time, place them spread out onto the newspaper or 

screen. As the solution evaporated, a beautiful patina will begin to develop. Check on the results every 

15 to 30 minutes.  

Use a small brush to gently dab (not stroke) some of the mixture to areas where you want to see more 

patina present. The patina is very fragile at this stage and can be easily damaged or rubbed off. Gently 

turn them over as they develop the patina and apply dabs of solution to the opposite side.  

Keep repeating the application and turning them over as they begin to dry until you have achieved the 

desired effect. The tarnishing process can take several hours depending on how much effect you want 

present. Once you have achieved the desired effect, carefully move all of the squares to clean 

newspaper and let them finish drying completely on both sides.  

Dispose of any leftover solution by pouring it down the drain. Do not store it or pour it on the ground.  
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Step 4  Once the tarnish has dried, lay them spread out on fresh dry newspaper. Shake the can of Acrylic 

Matte Sealer for several minutes then spray two thin coats over each side of the squares. Let the sealer 

dry completely between each coat. The sealer dries fast, usually within 5-10 minutes. The rest of this 

chapter can be completed indoors.  

 

 

Step 5  Select the side of each square that you like best and turn it over faced down onto a stack of 

newspaper ¼ " thick. You can also use a magazine instead of newspaper. Lay the leaf pattern over the 

back of the square. You can either tape the leaf pattern to the back or just hold it down while you are 

tracing the entire leaf with your embossing tool. Test first by pressing the embossing tool to the copper 

in an area outside of the leaf design. If you do not see an embossing mark on the copper, then add more 

newspaper as cushion, or apply more pressure with the tool. Trace the entire leaf. Do not forget to trace 

the veins. 
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Step 6  Cut out each leaf. 36 gage copper is soft so the leaf pattern will be easy to cutout with scissors. 

Smaller scissors work best for cutting out smaller pieces. Wear gloves and use caution. 

 

 

Step 7  Remove the pattern and turn the copper leaf over. Bend both sides of the leaf slightly inward 

along the length of its center vein so that it is like a "V" shape as shown above. Use a small paint brush 

handle to curl some of its outer edges slightly towards the underside of the leaf. This will add some 

character and also help to embed and secure the leaf when pressed into the compound in chapter 5. 

Complete all of the copper leaves and set them aside.  

Back to Table of Contents 
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Chapter 3 

 Collecting & Preparing Tree Bark 

 

 Materials & Supplies (2 Steps) 

Tree bark (oak was used here but any type that is completely dried and at least 1/8" thick will do) 

Can of spray dust remover  

Can of spray Acrylic Matte Sealer  

Old news paper 

*Bug Spray (optional), gloves, air tight container 

 

 

Overview 

I really appreciate the inspiration and experience gained when bonding with nature. It is good for the 

soul. However, if you are anything like me, there can be a slight downside to this bonding experience as 

well. For example, spiders that naturally live under tree bark. I really did not give much thought to the 

possible contact between the two of us when I first decided on my project's direction. Call me a sissy 

when it comes to spiders and I will totally agree with you. It is advised by me, the sissy, that you wear 

gloves when collecting your tree bark. I collected my bark from a well shaded and moist area of ground. 

This may have had something to do with the spider ordeal. There is no real need to go into the 

screaming drama that took place during my bonding experience. One more little tidbit; I do not know 

about other regions, but if you live on the east coast (US) like me, then you may want to think twice 

about collecting your tree bark along the wood's edge, just before dusk, in the middle of summer. 

Mosquitoes prefer their dinner around this time. Everyone but me had probably already figured this out.  

 *It is optional if you want to apply a little bug spray over the tree bark; work outdoors if you decide to.  

Wear your gloves and mask and follow the manufacturer's instructions. Spread the bark out on news 

paper and lightly sprayed both sides. Let it sit in a safe place for several hours or until it has completely 

dried. You can also store it in an airtight container overnight to ensure that all the critters are out of the 

picture before continuing to step 1.  
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Step 1 Use the spray dust remover and a damp cloth to remove all the loose creepy critter stuff from the 

bark. *Wear gloves when handling bark treated with bug spray until it is totally cleaned and sealed with 

several coats of the Acrylic Matte Sealer.  

 

     

Step 2  Spread the clean bark out on newspaper and spray each side with two thin coats of Acrylic Matte 

Sealer. Dry completely between coats.  

I collected and prepared enough bark for several projects. You can store larger amounts in a labeled 

freezer bag.  

Types of bark will vary in color and texture. Bark from an oak tree was used for this project. Transparent 

glazes will be applied to enhance and compliment the natural colors in the bark. More will be covered 

on this in chapter 6. 

 

Back to Table of Contents 
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Chapter 4 

 Preparing The Canvas 

 

Materials & Supplies (4 steps) 

Canvas or substrate (24" x 18") 

White or clear gesso 

Acrylic Matte Medium 

Acrylic Matte Sealer spray 

1" or larger flat brush 

Fine sand (light neutral color), pencil, measuring tape or ruler 

Newspaper 

Hanging hardware (optional) 

Pattern 1 - Layout of the painting located on page 42  
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Overview 

 

A stretched canvas was used for this project but you may prefer a harder substrate. Do not use a canvas 

panel where the canvas is glued to a cardboard backing; it will warp.  

Pattern 1 will be used for the remaining chapters. You will be referring to it often, so it is advised that 

you print a copy if possible. This canvas was turned in a horizontal position so that it is a 24"x18". 

 

 

Notice that there are five sections; A, B, C, D, E in Pattern 1. From this point on remember to work 

within one section at a time as instructed. If you are working with a larger canvas than that used here, 

then work smaller areas within that section, while moving in one direction until the section is complete. 

Always allow the paint layer or acrylic medium to dry completely before applying the next layer. Use the 

blow dryer unless otherwise instructed not to.  

If you will be working on the back of your canvas or substrate such as adding hanging hardware, sealing 

it, including any labels or signing the back, then now is the best time to do so. You will not be able to 

apply most of these later without the possibility of damaging your painting.  

Notice the measurements of all the sections where Section E measures slightly wider than Section A. It 

is for this reason that you will place Section C slightly off center.  

Make any adjustments necessary to the amount of materials needed if your canvas measurements are 

different than that used here. 
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 Step 1  Use a #2 pencil and a ruler to copy the measurements from Pattern 1 onto your canvas. Make 

the drawing dark enough so that the pencil marks will show through the gesso. The marks will be used 

as a guide for applying texture later in chapter 5. 

 

Step 2  Stir the gesso before using it. If necessary, dilute some of it to a heavy cream consistency. Use a 

wet 1" flat brush to apply two coats over the entire canvas. Dip your brush in water before each load of 

gesso. Let your canvas dry completely between applications and before continuing to the next step. You 

can use a blow dryer to speed up the drying time. Do not be concerned about any visible brush marks; 

they will be covered with texture later. 

 

   

Step 3  You will be applying Acrylic Matte Medium and some fine grit sand to both Sections B and D 

(see Pattern 2 for locations). Spread newspaper under the canvas to catch the sand. Work one section at 

a time starting with Section B. Use a flat brush to apply one thin coat of the Acrylic Matte Medium to 

the entire section. Lightly sprinkle a thin layer of fine grit sand over the area while it is still wet. Lift the 

canvas upright and gently tap the back of it to remove any loose sand onto the newspaper. Do the same 

to Section D. Once you have finished both sections, remove the sand from your work area to avoid cross 

contaminating your painting and materials.  
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Step 4 Once the two sections are completely dry, cover all of sections A, C, and E with news paper so 

that only the sanded sections B and D are exposed. Follow the manufacturer's instructions for the 

Acrylic Matte Sealer; spray sections B and D with two coats so that all of the sand is sealed. Dry between 

coats. Once both sections have dried completely, use the 1" flat brush to gently apply two thin layers of 

gesso over the sand. Dry the gesso between applications. Your blow dryer should be your best friend by 

now. 

 

 

Back to Table of Contents 
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Chapter 5 

 Creating & Applying Texture 

 

Materials & Supplies (10 steps) 

Lightweight All Purpose Joint Compound or substitute with a Light Acrylic Modeling/Molding Paste  

Spackle knife and palette knife 

Combing tool or 2" piece of a comb  

Acrylic Matte Medium by Golden 

Acrylic Glazing Medium (satin) by Golden 

Brushes - Small round and medium round, eye dropper 

Tarnished copper leaves 

Tree bark 

Clay stones 

Coarse sand (optional) Sienna color sand was used for this project so that it was visible for the tutorial. 

You can always use neutral color sand and paint it sienna in chapter 6. 

Hair dryer (optional but highly recommended) 

Spray bottle with water (nozzle set to mist) 

Palette or plate to hold the joint compound 

Paper towels or cotton cloth  

Pattern 2 - Painting layout (also see the color photo on the cover page of this tutorial for reference) 
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Overview 

       

You can use either lightweight all purpose joint compound or light acrylic modeling/molding paste. 

However, this tutorial's focus is on applying joint compound, not acrylic modeling or molding paste. 

Lightweight joint compound costs less than the acrylic modeling paste, and it has to be sealed with an 

acrylic medium before it can be painted over. Compound is available in 1 gal and 5 gal buckets. I have 

completed 4 large works with just 1 gal.  

From this point forward, I will be referring to the "lightweight all purpose joint compound" as just 

"compound". There are a few things to note regarding the use and application of compound. First, it is 

assumed that you are applying lightweight all purpose joint compound for this project. The application 

process is the same as when applying acrylic modeling or molding paste. However, there is additional 

information regarding the compound that follows.  

 

     

When you first open a bucket of compound it will be somewhat stiff. Do not stir the entire bucket as you 

would do when stirring paint. Lightly stir, a few times, only the amount that you will scoop out; it will 

soften very easily. Use a spackle knife to scoop the compound onto your palette. Remember to soften 

the compound by stirring it on your palette as you are working. It should have the consistency of cake 

icing once slightly stirred; therefore, making it easy to apply texture with various tools. 

Any remaining compound can last a year or longer if stored properly. Spray a light mist of water over the 

compound then cover it with clear plastic wrap. Rub the clear wrap over the surface of the compound to 

remove any air pockets; then replace the lid making sure it is sealed tight. When you have only a small 

amount of compound left, transfer it to a smaller plastic container and store as noted above. 
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Before actually applying the compound to the canvas, test the layout in Pattern 1 by placing the leaves, 

tree bark, and stones on the dry canvas. Arrange the media (stones, copper leaves, tree bark) to see 

how they fit your canvas to ensure that you have enough required for placement. Produce more if 

needed before continuing. Get creative and try different arrangements to see if you prefer your own 

layout. 

  

You can apply compound to your palette or directly to the canvas to create texture using the spackle 

knife (see the light wooden handle knife in the center right). Palette knives are also great for applying 

texture or paint (see the five smaller knives). If you are working with a larger canvas then using a 

painting knife (third from the right) can produce larger texture or be used to smooth out the surface. Try 

various sizes and shapes for different textures. A trowel can also be used to spread and smooth the 

compound in larger areas (see the large black handle center left). You can also apply the compound with 

a rubber spatula used for spreading cake icing or a kitchen spatula (without holes) that is used for 

cooking. Remember to first lightly stir the amount of compound that you will use a few times to soften it 

before scooping onto your palette. Spray a light mist of water over the compound if it begins to stiffen 

while you are still working with it. This goes for compound on your canvas and palette. 

Practice applying textures to an area of your canvas with a palette knife, a spackle knife, and a spatula. 

You can scrape it off once you have finished practicing. The thickness of the compound applied depends 

on the size of your canvas; apply 1/8" thick compound for a small canvas and 1/4" thick for a medium to 

large canvas. Practice using the right pressure with the comb and creating various designs that you may 

want to use other than the design applied here. Do not press too hard and expose the canvas 

underneath the compound. It takes a little practice but it is not at all that difficult to get the feel for. A 

"swipe" as used here will refer to the process of combing or moving the tool, in this case, the comb 

across the compound to create texture. Dip the teeth of the comb in water and tap or shake off any 

dripping water before each swipe. Always wipe away any compound from the comb after each swipe. 

Stop if the compound starts to build up in the middle of a swipe, especially when working within a large 

area. Wipe away the buildup from the comb and pickup from where you left off. See the example of the 

comb being used in step 2. Notice that the teeth are not pressed too deep into the compound.  
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Have plenty of damp paper towels or cotton cloths available. You will need them. This can get messy. Do 

not allow the compound to build up on your tools. Wipe them as needed while working. Avoid getting 

any joint compound on the sanded textures of Sections B and D. 

 

 

Step 1 Apply joint compound to Section C, the largest section. You will need to use a spackle knife or 

large spatula due to the size of the area to be covered. The compound needs to be spread somewhat 

smooth so that the combing tool can work properly when swiped over its surface. If some of the 

compound starts to stiffen before you can finish spreading it; then spray the area with a light mist of 

water and smooth over it again. The compound should be approximately the same thickness throughout 

Sections A, C, E (⅛" thick for a small painting and ¼" thick for a large painting). The compound applied 

here was ¼" thick.  

If you apply the compound too thick or too thin, then you will have problems once it has dried. For 

example, in Section C, if you press the comb too deep into the compound, the teeth of the comb will get 

clogged and drag the compound so that large combed areas expose the canvas underneath, therefore, 

once dried, the combed texture and canvas would not have formed a strong bond. This may cause the 

combed texture to later crack or break away from the canvas. If the compound is applied too thin, then 

you will have problems with the oak leaves and the tree bark not adhering properly to the compound. 

Study the photos in this chapter before continuing. 
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Step 2 Dip the comb in water and then swipe it across the compound. Remember to wipe off the comb 

and dip it into water before combing again. Try different designs to see what works best for you. 

If you do not like the texture you created or if the comb starts to drag the compound; lightly mist over 

the area with water and smooth over the compound, then simply swipe the comb over the surface 

again. Do not mist too often. You do not want the compound to get soggy. If you are working with a 

large canvas, then comb an area within that section no more than a few feet at a time.  

 

    

Step 3 Work with one leaf at a time as you are ready to apply it to the combed area. Brush a generous 

coat of Acrylic Matte Medium to the back center of a leaf, along the length of its main vein. Lay the leaf 

on top of the compound according the pattern, press on the top center and along the length of the leaf's 

main vein. If you are using a small canvas, then use your other hand to support the back of the canvas 

while pressing the leaf down into the compound. If you are working with a larger canvas; for extra 

support, place some books or magazines flat on your work surface so that they are just under the canvas 

where you will be pressing the leaves down into the compound. It is very important to embed some of 

the curved tips and edges of the leaves into the compound as shown in the third photo above. Notice 

the beautiful textured spots in the patina. This was a chemical reaction to the salt.  
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Step 4  Once all of the leaves have been embedded into the compound; use a small round brush or an 

eye dropper to gently apply more Acrylic Matte Medium along the edges of each leaf where it either 

touches the compound or where its edges are embedded into it. This will strengthen the texture and 

provide a stronger bond between the copper and the compound once it has dried. Try not to disturb the 

uncured compound with the brush or eye dropper.  

Acrylic Glazing Liquid or white glue once dried will not support as strong a bond with the compound as 

the Acrylic Matte Medium will. Do not substitute.  

 

 

Step 5 Now apply a ¼" thick layer of compound to Section E. Spread the compound like icing, moving 

the texture along the section's width. Leave some noticeable texture and also some higher peaks. Keep 

in mind that the higher peaks are the locations to be sanded away later in chapter 6. Do not go 

overboard with the peaks; they would only distract the viewer's attention away from other areas in your 

painting. The additional techniques applied to this section later in Chapter 6 will be enough to unify it 

with the rest of the painting.  

Step 6 You will be applying two separate ⅛" thick layers of compound over each other in Section A. 

Start by applying ⅛" layer over the entire section. Any detail to texture does not matter here; it will be 

covered over by the stones and tree bark in steps 7 and 8.  

Review the layout of pattern 1 and steps 7 and 8 before continuing. 
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Step 7 Spread a thin coat of compound on the back of each stone, attach them to the canvas so that 

approximately ⅓ of each stone is pressed into the wet compound in Section A and the remaining ⅔ 

length is lying over the sanded area in Section B. Do not place the stones too far out onto the sand 

texture in Section B.  

Attach the stones side by side, working all the way across the width of the canvas as pictured above.  

Once all of the stones have been pressed onto the canvas, use a small palette knife and apply ⅛" thick of 

compound over all of Section A, including the top ⅓ portion of the stones that were pressed into this 

section. Do not cover the remaining ⅔ of the stones that are extended over the sanded area in Section B 

(see second photo above).  

If the compound is applied too thin, the tree bark will not adhere to the surface when pressed (embedded) 

into the compound. You should have a total of ¼" thick compound in Section A at this stage and ready to 

inlay the tree bark. 
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Step 8 Press various sizes of bark into the compound so that the compound rises slightly over the edges 

of the bark as seen in the second photo above. Do not use pieces that are warped. Use smaller pieces of 

bark to fill empty gaps. Wipe any compound from the stones and touch them up if necessary. 

As a precaution, once you have embedded all of the bark; use your palette knife to scrape along the sides of 

the canvas to remove any compound that could chip or break away once it has dried. Notice the chunk 

of compound hanging over the edge of the canvas in the first photo above. 

Place containers with some weight to them on top of any bark that appears loose. Let the compound dry 

completely before removing the weight. It may take a few days depending on your climate. Do not 

continue forward to step 9 until all of the sections have completely dried. 

This will be a good time to clean your tools and workspace and remove any materials or supplies not 

needed for the remainder of this chapter.  

 

Here is an example of where you should be at this stage.  
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Step 9 This is where you will be applying the last of the texture. I used some coarse sand. You can use 

fine pieces of shell or gravel as well. If you do not have sienna color sand as used here, you can always 

use a neutral color and paint it sienna later in chapter 6. Place some newspaper under the canvas. 

Brush a generous coat of Glazing Liquid (satin) to half the depth of section B. Pinch small amounts of 

coarse sand from the bag and sprinkle it over the glazing liquid starting from the gaps where the sides of 

the stones touch, and working outward to about the middle of the section as seen in the second photo 

above. Tilt the canvas and lightly tap the back to remove any loose sand. 

You should now have the coarse sand texture overlapping some of the fine sand in Section B. Let this dry 

completely before applying another coat over the sand. Use the blow dryer to speed up the drying time. 

 

 

 Step 10  Use a medium round to gently apply one thin coat of gesso over the coarse sand. Once the 

gesso has dried, apply two or three thin coats of Glazing Liquid (satin) over the entire canvas, including 

the compound, sand, bark, leaves, and stones. Make sure to coat the textured surface under the leaves. 

Dry completely between each coat. The blow dryer is very useful here. The glazing liquid will dry much 

faster than the Acrylic Matte Medium did. Your canvas has to be entirely dry before continuing. This 

application is important so that you can successfully apply the techniques in the next chapter.  

 Back to Table of Contents 
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Chapter 6 

Pulling It All Together With Color  

 

Materials & Supplies (12 steps) 

*Light Blue Permanent 

*Turquoise Deep 

*Chromium Oxide Green 

*Titanium White 

 *Ivory Black or black gesso 

  Yellow Oxide 

  Burnt Sienna 

  Payne's Gray 

  Iridescent Antique Bronze and  

  Iridescent Rich Copper 

*Acrylic craft paint - 2 oz bottle in a light greenish patina (optional) 

  Acrylic Glazing Medium (satin and gloss) 

  1" flat, small round, medium round, large mop brush or a mock makeup brush (optional) 

  Spray bottle of water, sandpaper (medium grit), Paper towels or soft cloth 
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Overview 

You can omit the paints with the *symbol and substitute them with a bottle of craft paint. You will need 

the paints with the * symbol if you want to mix the "Sea-foam Patina" recipe. See the color sample and 

recipe on page 34. 

 Patina colors are also available in small 2 oz bottles of acrylic craft paints. One bottle will be more than 

enough for this project. You can purchase a bottle for just a few dollars versus the cost of five tubes of 

paint. If you do decide to go with the craft paint, choose a light greenish patina color. All of the other 

colors in the paint list are required unless, of course, you are applying your own touch; which is terrific. 

Continue to read the following information even if you do decide to go with the craft paint. There will be 

other information that you may still need to know. 

You will be applying both transparent and opaque layers of paint. Have plenty of clean water available in 

separate containers for cleaning your brushes; one for the acrylic mediums and one for each color you 

use. You will need the spray bottle when mixing the water glazes (covered on page 35). Set the nozzle to 

mist for the entire chapter. 

 

   Mixing A Color Recipe    

I prepared an 8 oz. container of paint with this recipe so that I would have enough for use in other 

projects. I often premix and store colors that I tend to use regularly. This saves time later and can help 

avoid unnecessary distractions when working. I stored this mixture in an empty 8 oz plastic jar of acrylic 

gel. The empty containers from acrylic gels and mediums are great for mixing and storing larger 

amounts of paint. Empty 2 oz craft paint bottles are also perfect for storing smaller amounts. Remember 

to label the container with the name of the color and the recipe information then copy that information 

on a recipe card as reference to the container of paint. This will really come in handy later when you 

need to mix more of that specific color. When preparing a recipe, try to keep each dab of paint added to 

the recipe consistent in size regardless of the color used. For example, approximately ¼ teaspoon for all 

dabs was used to mix this recipe. Adjust the size of the dab according to the amount of mixture that you 

want in your recipe. Keep the dimensions of your painting in mind and how much you want to store for 

later use when mixing a recipe. It is always best to have made a little more than you may have thought 

you needed for a large project than it is to run out while working. You may not want to prepare as much 

paint as I did for this recipe. For example, you may only want ¼ of the portion that I made, so that you 

end up with only 2 oz. of paint (the size of a small bottle of craft paint). Just simply reduce the dab size 

of paint to ¼ of the size dab that I used to get 8 oz. Your ratio will remain the same as mine but your 

dab size will be different. Once the paints have been mixed, you will add water to the mixture until it is 

the consistency of a heavy salad dressing or gravy, and yields approximately 6oz - 8oz of paint. 
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"Sea-Foam Patina"  

 

This color sample may vary according to your monitor's resolution setting. 

 

Add Light Blue Permanent and Chromium Oxide Green 5:5 dabs of paint into a container. Use a palette 

knife, not a paint brush to mix the recipe. Spray a little water to this blue green mixture so a skin will not 

develop over it while you are mixing the remainder of the recipe.  

Mix the Titanium White and Ivory Black 8:3. Add this gray mixture to the blue green mixture above and 

blend well.  

Gradually add water while Stirring with a palette knife until the mixture is the consistency of a heavy 

salad dressing or thick gravy.  

Now add just a very small hint of the Turquoise Deep to the tip of a tooth pick or needle. Mix thoroughly 

and repeat one more time. This is a very saturated color, so use caution. If you add too much, you may 

end up with a color that you really do not care for.  

If later you want your recipe to lean more towards green then add 2 dabs more of Chromium green. If 

you want it to lean more towards blue then add 2 dabs of Permanent Blue. Add more white to tint or 

more black to tone the patina. Do not add more Turquoise Deep to the mixture. 

Remember to stir the paint before each use. If it has thickened, you can always thin it with a little water.  

If you rub a thin coat of Vaseline (petroleum jelly) around the outer rim of a clean container of acrylic 

paint or medium, the lid will remove easily the next time you open it. Always clean the acrylic paint or 

medium from the rim of the container before replacing the lid. 
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Glazes 

There are two main types of transparent paint glazes used for acrylic painting. The more glazing liquid or 

water added to the paint, the more transparent it becomes. One type of paint glaze is created by mixing 

paint with enough glazing liquid until it becomes as transparent as you want. Once this type of glaze has 

dried; it creates a bond with the substrate or layer under it and can no longer be easily removed. You 

will not be applying this type of paint glaze. The other type of paint glaze is created by mixing water to 

paint until it becomes thin and transparent. This is a water glaze that you will be applying. I will refer to 

this water glaze by indicating the color when calling for it to be mixed or applied. For example, the Burnt 

Sienna plus water mixed as a "sienna glaze". 

The application of a glaze is called "glazing". A glaze is applied over a dried paint (layer) or a surface so 

that the layer or surface under it will show through the transparent glaze.  

You will be applying the water glazes and the clear acrylic glaze separately. You will not mix paint with 

acrylic glaze for this project

The downside of a thin water glaze is that it does not create as good a bond to the substrate as when 

using an acrylic glazing liquid mixed with the paint. However, this issue can be dealt with and does not 

pose a problem for this particular project. There are several benefits to using a thin water glaze versus 

adding an acrylic glazing medium to paint. First, removal is easier for technique purposes. For example, 

you can use a damp cloth or cotton swab, a paint brush, or sand paper to easily lift away sections of a 

thin water glaze once it has dried. Of course, using a water glaze also means that mistakes can easily be 

removed. Keep in mind that even though this type of glaze can be easily removed, some highly 

saturated colors can still leave behind a stain. The water glaze used for this project should never be any 

heavier than of a thin syrup consistency.  

Applying some clear acrylic glazing medium over the top of a dried paint layer will help established a 

good bond between the two, while leaving the door opened for additional techniques to be applied if 

desired.  

Remember to also apply some of the water glazes in the yellow, sienna, and patina to the tree bark 

when applying these glazes to other sections of your painting. This will greatly help in unifying the 

painting. Use a medium round brush. This application will depend on the type of bark you are using and 

its natural colors. So I will not offer step by step instructions for applying the water glazes to the tree 

bark. However, I will remind you to focus on this area and I will show you examples of what I have 

applied to my painting. The bronze or gray glazes will not be applied to the bark. Do not apply too much 

paint glaze to the bark. The larger areas in the painting will help compliment the colors in the bark. You 

can always apply more water glaze if needed as a last step. Remember, when painting glazes, it is always 

easier to add more water glaze than it is to remove it once it has been sealed with an acrylic glaze.  
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Step 1  Spray enough water over a dab of Payne's Gray and mix with a palette knife until it is of a thin 

syrup consistency. Mix enough to cover steps 1 and 2. This will be the consistency used whenever a 

water glaze is called for. Use a small round brush to apply two coats over the joint compound located 

between the tree bark and between the stones as seen in the photos above. Dry between applications. 

Use a paper towel to remove any unwanted paint or puddles. While this area is drying, you can start 

with Sections B, C, and D in step 2. 

Remember if you are working with a larger canvas, work with small areas at a time within that section. 

Do not skip around within the section, start at one end of the canvas while moving in one direction and 

work your way to the opposite end.  

   

Step 2  Apply the Payne's Gray glaze to Section B with the medium round. Let it set for a few minutes, 

then gently pat away some of the glaze with a paper towel or cloth. Repeat if needed.  

Now apply the paint glaze to Section C with the 1" flat brush. Use a small round brush to apply some 

under the leaves. Let the glaze settle for a few minutes, then, quickly whisk the dry mop brush (or mock 

makeup brush) over the glaze without applying too much pressure. Your goal is to lift a little of the glaze 

and any visible puddles. Brush the wet mop rapidly over a dry paper towel or cotton cloth to remove the 

glaze and to dry the brush enough so that you can use it to continue lifting were needed. Clean and dry 

the mop brush between applications so that the paint does not have time to dry and cause damage to 

the bristles. 

Now apply the gray glaze to Section D and wait a few minutes, then lightly pat away some of the glaze 

with a paper towel as you did in Section B. You are now finished with the Payne's Gray glaze.  
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Step 3  Use the 1" flat to paint Section E with 2 coats of opaque Sea Foam Patina.  

Now mix some Sea Foam Patina as a water glaze and apply it to Sections B, C, and D. Work one section 

at a time. Use the mop brush as before to lightly lift some of the glaze from Section C, use a paper towel 

to lift any glaze from Sections B and D. Let all the sections dry completely and repeat the same process 

once more. Use the blow dryer to speed up the drying time. 

Use a medium round to apply light touches of the patina water glaze to some of the tree bark.  

 

     

Step 4  Mix an Iridescent Antique Bronze water glaze and apply it with the 1" flat to Section C only. Let 

the glaze settle for a few minutes then quickly pick up some of it with the dry mop brush as you did 

previously. Let this dry completely.  

Apply a second patina water glaze and use the mop brush to lift some of it. Do not forget to work under 

the leaves. Mist the remaining glazes with water; you will be using them again. 
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Step 5  Mix a Burnt Sienna water glaze. Use the 1" flat brush to apply two coats to Section E only. Dry 

completely between applications.  

Apply one coat of clear "Acrylic Glazing Liquid" in gloss over Section E. Once the acrylic glaze has 

completely dried, apply another layer of the sienna glaze over it. Once the sienna has dried, apply 

another coat of acrylic glaze. Using a blow dryer is a wonderful way for speeding up the drying time in 

this step.  

Apply one layer of the bronze glaze to Section E. Let this dry completely . 

Apply a final coat of the acrylic glaze to Section E.  

Lightly touch some sienna water glaze to Section C where you want to create more depth; do not forget 

the texture under the leaves. Pick up any unwanted dark areas of paint or puddles with a dry paper 

towel. 

   

Step 6  Using the 1' flat, apply some sienna glaze over Section D. Use a paper towel to pick up some of 

the glaze so that the patina shows through. Repeat the application if necessary.  

Apply some of the sienna glaze to the tree bark in Section A. This is the beginning stage for creating 

color balance within the painting and creating unity between the sections. Your goal is to create 

harmony throughout the entire painting as you work with color and value placement. 
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Step 7  Move over to Section B and apply the sienna glaze. Use the paper towel as before to remove 

unwanted paint if necessary. Use the medium round to apply several additional layers of sienna glaze to 

the coarse sand area only. Dry completely between layers. Dab a dry paper towel to random areas of the 

coarse sand to pick up some paint. The coarse sand closest to the stones should be darker than the rest 

of the section.  

 

    

Step 8  Lightly sand away some of the highest areas (the peaks of the texture) in Section E until you see 

the white of the joint compound as shown above in the first example.  

Use your finger tip to apply small amounts of the opaque patina to the exposed compound. Lightly 

stroke the paint in one direction while working across the painting. See the second photo above. 

 Now apply some of the opaque paint to the high areas of the combed texture in Section C. Also add 

very small touches to a few of the copper leaves.  
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Step 9  Use the small round to apply a generous amount of bronze glaze along the entire length of the 

two outer edges of Sections C and the one inner edge of Section E (where E connects to D). Repeat two 

more applications so that the three edges are noticeable, and help define each of the sections. Let some 

of the bronze glaze run slightly onto the fine sand located alongside each of the three edges. 

 

 

 

Step 10  Add some bronze glaze to Section C where you want to create more depth. Notice in the above 

photo that the bronze glaze is darkest where the combed textures meet and overlap. 

Mix a Yellow Oxide water glaze and lightly brush it, at random, over Sections B, C, D. Use a dry paper 

towel to lightly pick up any heavy application. Do not use the mop brush. Less is more with the yellow 

glaze.  

Apply some of the yellow glaze to the bark in Section A.  

Now use your finger tip to apply small hints of opaque Yellow Oxide to some of the leaves.  
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Step 11  Apply a small amount of opaque Antique Bronze to your finger tip and lightly wipe it across the 

tops of the stones as seen above.  

Rub some across the tips of the combed texture in Section C and along the two outer edges of Sections 

C, and the one inner edge of Section E. Notice in the third photo, the bronze line along one of the edges 

of Section C.  

 

    

Step 12 Use your finger tip as before and apply a small amount of opaque Rich Copper to a few random 

edges of the leaves only. Do not overdo it. 
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Here is an example of light touches of color glazes applied to the tree bark. This will help unite all of the 

sections and create harmony throughout the painting. Add more opaque highlights and glazes to any 

areas of your painting where movement and balance is needed. Correct the tint or tones in areas that 

seem to block the flow throughout the rest of the sections. Separate from the painting for a few days. It 

will be much easier to see any adjustments needed with a fresh eye. Use a mirror to view your painting 

from a new perspective. 

 

 

Back to Table of Contents 
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I hope this project has inspired and challenged you to take your newly developed skills and the 

techniques to a new level, and that this tutorial was all or even more than you had hoped for. I would 

love to see what you have accomplished. You can email me a photo of you painting by inserting or 

pasting it within you email. Use the email link below. Please do not send it as a file attachment. 

I want to personally thank you for allowing me the opportunity to share what I have learned with you 

and also for inviting me to take part in your creative journey. There will always be new tutorials in the 

making. Please bear with me as the AMMP site is new and still under construction. New information is 

added daily. Stop by often and do tell others about the website. 

Send your questions or comments for this tutorial to classes@acrylicandmixedmediapainting.com. 

Please include your first and last name, the projects title, and the page number in question. Please let 

me know what you think of this tutorial and what you would like to see available in the future. Your 

opinion is greatly appreciated. 

Send your questions or comments not directly related to this tutorial to 

mailto:info@acrylicandmixedmediapainting.com 

Please join my art channel on YouTube.com. Just subscribe to CFJernigan then come hang out, network 

with other artists and those interested in the art experience, and stay updated with the latest art videos. 

 

 

Remember to always make time to explore and experiment. Replication is fine when learning, but to be 

truly successful, you must be willing to seek your own creative journey. 

CJ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This tutorial may not be copied or reproduced in whole or in part without the written consent of the author and 

artist, except to print as a copy for your personal use as needed for completing this tutorial. 

 

mailto:classes@acrylicandmixedmediapainting.com
mailto:info@acrylicandmixedmediapainting.com
http://www.youtube.com/user/CFJernigan?feature-mhum
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Pattern 1  

Project: An Organic Presence 
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Pattern 2  

Project: An organic Presence 

Adjust the size of the leaves according to the printer or software you are using. 
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